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Haptic Module for  
Teenage Engineering OP-Z 
Now you can feel the beat - introducing Rumble.  

Teenage Engineering is launching a new module for the OP-Z. Rumble  
is a soundless haptic subwoofer for the portable synth and sequencer  
OP-Z. Made in close collaboration with Berlin deep tech company, Lofelt,  
it features a silent metronome mode and unique audio-to-haptic  
technology that recreates natural bass sensations to the body. 

Rumble is the second accessory released for the OP-Z and uses high-
definition vibrotactile feedback and psychoacoustic technology to trick the 
human brain into feeling like the user is standing next to a deep-sounding 
subwoofer. In short, you will feel the beat.

The all-new Rumble costs 89 USD and is available for worldwide shipping  
in the Teenage Engineering online store starting today.
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About Lofelt  
Lofelt is pioneering the new wave in natural haptics for the most remarkable tactile 
experience on the market. Their technology delivers high-definition, realtime and true 
wideband response –for immersive audio like you’ve never felt before. 

They are collaborating with some of the top brands in the world, to bring high-definition 
haptics to music, gaming, mobile and beyond. Lofelt was founded in 2014. In 2016, they 
launched the Basslet – a silent wearable subwoofer that delivers bass straight to the body.

Learn more at lofelt.com

About Teenage Engineering 
Teenage Engineering develops highly acclaimed products for people who love sound, music 
and design. The company’s first product OP-1, the portable wonder synthesizer, is used by 
world famous artists and was unveiled in 2010. In 2014 the OD-11 ortho directional wireless 
loudspeaker was exclusively launched at Moma NYC. The Pocket Operator series released 
2016, with currently nine units available, now represents the most affordable musical 
instruments available. 

The OP–Z multimedia synthesizer and sequencer was released Autumn 2018. In January 
2019 Teenage Engineering released their first modular synth system, the Pocket Operator 
Modular. Teenage Engineering is based in Stockholm, Sweden. The company was founded  
in 2007.

Learn more at teenage.engineering
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